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Indirect effects drive coevolution in mutualistic 
networks
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Ecological interactions have been acknowledged to play a key role 
in shaping biodiversity1,2. Yet a major challenge for evolutionary 
biology is to understand the role of ecological interactions in 
shaping trait evolution when progressing from pairs of interacting 
species to multispecies interaction networks2. Here we introduce 
an approach that integrates coevolutionary dynamics and network 
structure. Our results show that non-interacting species can be as 
important as directly interacting species in shaping coevolution 
within mutualistic assemblages. The contribution of indirect 
effects differs among types of mutualism. Indirect effects are more 
likely to predominate in nested, species-rich networks formed by 
multiple-partner mutualisms, such as pollination or seed dispersal 
by animals, than in small and modular networks formed by intimate 
mutualisms, such as those between host plants and their protective 
ants. Coevolutionary pathways of indirect effects favour ongoing 
trait evolution by promoting slow but continuous reorganization 
of the adaptive landscape of mutualistic partners under changing 
environments. Our results show that coevolution can be a major 
process shaping species traits throughout ecological networks. 
These findings expand our understanding of how evolution driven 
by interactions occurs through the interplay of selection pressures 
moving along multiple direct and indirect pathways.

Coevolution, the reciprocal adaptation resulting from ecological 
interactions, shapes the adaptive peaks of pairs of interacting species 
(Fig. 1a, b). Ultimately, selection driven by ecological interactions 
fuels adaptation in populations3, affects ecosystems4, and shapes the 
responses of ecological assemblages to environmental change2. An 
important challenge in advancing our understanding of how ecological 
interactions shape biodiversity, however, is to determine how coevo-
lution acts when progressing from pairs or small groups of interacting 
species5–12 to species-rich networks2,13–16. In species-rich networks,  
the effects of selection may cascade and produce indirect effects  
(evolutionary changes prompted by species that are not linked directly 
as interacting partners). For example, selection imposed by one polli-
nator species may promote evolutionary changes in a plant species, 
which may lead to changes in another pollinator species. Indirect effects 
may change the adaptive landscape (Fig. 1c) and thereby drive  trait 
distributions in biological communities14–17. Nevertheless, the lack of a 
conceptual framework to explore how direct and indirect effects shape 
trait evolution in species-rich networks has hindered progress in our 
under standing of these combined effects.

Here, we introduce an approach that combines evolutionary theory 
and network theory to evaluate how direct and indirect effects shape 
trait evolution in mutualistic networks. Using a single-trait coevolu-
tionary model, we explored how the importance of indirect effects to 
trait evolution is affected by selection driven by mutualistic partners 
and the environment, the additive genetic variance, the slope of the 
selection gradient, and the constraints imposed by other traits that limit 
the occurrence of certain interactions (Methods).

We used the structures of 75 empirical networks to parameterize our 
simulations (Methods). The dataset encompassed six types of mutualism  
categorized into two broad classes. Intimate mutualisms, such as  
myrmecophytes hosting ants and anemones hosting anemonefishes, 
are interactions in which an organism completes at least one life stage 
on a single host. By contrast, multiple-partner mutualisms are those in 
which an individual interacts with multiple partners throughout its life, 
such as pollination by animals, seed dispersal by vertebrates, cleaning 
interactions involving fishes and shrimps, and the facultative protection 
of plants by visiting ants. We focused on intimate and multiple-partner 
interactions because they have been proposed to have disparate effects 
on coevolution2,18.

In mutualistic networks, most species interact with a small subset 
of available partners, which limits the sources of direct evolutionary 
effects (Fig. 2a). These direct effects, however, may cascade through the  
network and generate indirect effects. By combining numerical 
 simulations with an analytical approximation, we computed a matrix 
(T-matrix) that describes how selection imposed directly and  indirectly 
by mutualisms cascades through multiple pathways, thereby reshaping 
the adaptive landscape (Fig. 2b and Methods). The T-matrix allowed 
us to partition the potential contributions of direct and indirect 
effects to trait evolution in species-rich networks (Methods). Because 
 reciprocal selection is a major component of indirect effects, we called 
the T-matrix the coevolutionary matrix. Sensitivity analyses under 
 different model assumptions showed that the coevolutionary matrix 
emerges regardless of multiple modelling choices (Supplementary 
Methods).

Indirect effects contributed strongly to the trait evolution of  species 
in mutualistic networks. This result occurs because the combined 
weak indirect effects of multiple non-interacting species compensate 
for the fewer stronger direct effects of interacting partners (Fig. 2b). 
Surprisingly, indirect evolutionary effects were stronger in species 
with fewer interactions (specialists) than in highly connected genera-
lists (Fig. 2c, d). For example, in a simulation using a species-rich 
seed-dispersal network and assuming strong mutualistic selection  
(< m> =  0.7 ±  0.01, Methods), less than 30% of selective effects on 
 specialist species (yellow dots; Fig. 2d) were driven by their direct 
partners, whereas the combined effects of non-interacting species 
accounted for approximately 40% of the selective effects on the traits 
of specialists. These simulations varying the level of mutualistic selec-
tion indicated that indirect effects could be ignored only if mutualisms 
were a negligible source of selection (Fig. 3a). Our results suggest that 
coevolution in mutualistic networks may be governed to an unexpect-
edly large extent by species that do not interact directly with each other.

Having shown the potential importance of indirect effects for coevo-
lution within mutualistic networks, we next investigated how the con-
tribution of indirect effects to trait evolution may differ among types 
of mutualism. We used empirical networks of different mutualisms 
to designate which interactions occurred and which did not, but we 
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allowed interaction strengths to evolve in response to trait  evolution. 
These interactions connecting species in the network drive the 
direct evolutionary effects, but also create pathways connecting non- 
interacting species. Indirect evolutionary effects varied among different 
types of mutualism (general linear model, F5,593 =  194.94, P <  0.0001; 
Supplementary Table 2), exhibiting greater influence in multiple- 
partner mutualisms than in mutualisms involving more intimate 
interactions (Fig. 3b). These differences between types of mutualism 
held after controlling for the effects of species richness (Supplementary  
Table 3) and when using empirical ecological dependences as estimates 
of direct evolutionary effects (Supplementary Methods).

We then evaluated which network patterns favour indirect evolu-
tionary effects (Methods). Multiple-partner mutualisms often form 
nested networks, whereas intimate mutualisms form highly  modular 
networks18. Indirect evolutionary effects were weaker in modular  
networks than in species-rich, nested networks (R2 =  0.69, 
F1,73 =  160.91, P <  0.0001; Fig. 3c). An analytical approximation of 
the model using spectral graph theory confirmed that nestedness and 
species richness increase indirect effects by enriching the number of 
pathways connecting species in the network (Supplementary Methods).

In a multispecies network, environmental changes may favour 
 evolutionary responses in opposing directions for different species. 
If indirect effects contribute extensively to trait evolution, then these 
opposing indirect effects may spread through the network and  create 
conflicting coevolutionary cascades. We therefore evaluated how 
indirect effects may shape evolutionary responses following envi-
ronmental perturbations in mutualistic networks. We ran the model 
until it reached equilibrium and then simulated a long-lasting change 
in environmental selection, such as a sustained change in rainfall, by  
displacing the environmental optimum (Methods).

The perturbations changed the adaptive landscape, which triggered 
changes in the network organization by altering the evolutionary effects 

of interactions and subsequently promoted further trait  evolution. 
The greater the indirect evolutionary effects, the longer was the time 
required for a given mutualistic network to reach a new equilibrium 
(R2 =  0.71, F1,73 =  179.68, P <  0.001; Fig. 4a). Thus, indirect effects 
induced long transients19 in the coevolutionary dynamics of multiple- 
partner mutualisms (Fig. 4a). The conflicting indirect effects also 
reduced the rate of directional evolution (R2 =  0.69, F1,73 =  165.56, 
P <  0.001, Fig. 4b). These results held after controlling for the effects 
of species richness (Supplementary Table 4). Thus, the structure of 
multiple-partner mutualisms may slow the response to environmental 
changes while lengthening the cascading effects of the perturbations, 
thereby promoting the endurance of coevolutionary dynamics.

Although indirect effects are a major component of how species 
interactions affect biodiversity, as in the case of trophic cascades20, 
trait-mediated cascades12, and competition21, we are just beginning 
to understand how much indirect effects contribute to evolution in 
species-rich assemblages. Quantifying indirect effects in complex 
networks is a current challenge in many fields of research. Indirect 
effects are a fundamental component of processes affecting popula-
tion genetic structure22, financial markets23, and cultural practices24. 
The framework presented here, combined with appropriate models for 
each system, may contribute to the characterization of indirect effects 
in other complex networks. By introducing this framework, we have 
shown that indirect evolutionary effects12 are a pervasive consequence 
of nestedness and species richness in multiple-partner mutualisms.

Our results on the role of indirect effects in shaping trait evolution 
suggest three major properties of coevolution in mutualistic networks. 
First, these results challenge the view that only intimate mutualisms are 
highly coevolved. Rather, coevolution proceeds differently in  different 
types of interaction. In intimate mutualisms, the direct selection 
imposed by the mutual interdependence between partners is expected 
to be strong2,18, whereas the organization of these small networks con-
strains the strength of indirect effects. By contrast, our analysis suggests 
that indirect effects markedly affect trait evolution in multiple- partner 
mutualisms. Thus, selection regimes imposed by multiple-partner 
interactions are the outcome of a complex interplay among conflicting  
selection pressures operating through multiple pathways. This high 
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Figure 1 | Mutualisms, selection, and trait distributions. Hypothetical 
curves describing the distribution of traits for four species in a given 
community in which the environment imposes selection favouring 
particular trait values for each species (θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4). a, In the absence of 
selection imposed by mutualisms, selection favours the mean trait values 
of each species that match the environmental optima ( ∗Z1  =  θ1, ∗Z 2 =  θ2, 
∗Z3  =  θ3, ∗Z 4  =  θ4). b, Pairwise interactions reshape the adaptive landscape, 

changing the favoured mean trait values for interacting species. c, If 
species are part of a mutualistic network, then the indirect effects provided 
by non-interacting species also play a role in reshaping trait distributions.
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Figure 2 | Direct and indirect effects in networks. a, b, Matrices 
representing a mutualistic network (network 45; Supplementary  
Table 1, see also Methods), with warmer colours indicating stronger 
evolutionary effects of a species (column) on the trait evolution of another 
species (row). a, Mutualistic networks often show few direct evolutionary 
effects (elements of Q-matrix) but (b) numerous indirect effects  
(elements of T-matrix) because multiple pathways connect species.  
c, d, In species-rich networks, specialists (smaller nodes with cooler 
colours) are more affected than generalists (larger nodes with warmer 
colours) by the indirect evolutionary effects of species two or more  
degrees of separation away. Parameters: ϕ =  0.2 ±  0.01, θi =  U[0, 10], and 
< m> =  0.7 ±  0.01.
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level of integration may provide a mechanism for the emergence of 
community-level trait patterns in mega-diversified mutualisms17.

Second, indirect effects may alter the consequences of environ-
mental selective pressures by triggering trait evolution in other species 

within a mutualistic network. In multiple-partner mutualisms, in 
which conflicting indirect effects are likely to be pervasive, the effects 
of environmental change would take longer to diminish than they 
would in intimate mutualisms. Because biological communities are 
continuously affected by perturbations, these results imply that the 
traits of species immersed in species-rich mutualistic networks may 
often be far from equilibrium19, leading to slow but continuous coevo-
lution that will repeatedly reshape selection regimes and species traits 
at a local level.

Third, because interactions are mediated by species traits, trait 
evolution leads to the reorganization of the network, generating eco- 
evolutionary feedbacks. The reorganization of the network structure 
as a result of the indirect effects of coevolution may explain why and 
how mutualisms persist amid the turnover of species and interactions 
across space and time25. Conflicting indirect effects, though, may 
lessen the degree and slow the rate at which species respond to the 
rapid environmental change currently driven by human activities26, 
affecting population demography in ways that increase their vulnera-
bility to extinction3,27. If this is true, then the network properties that 
favour direct and indirect evolutionary effects, continuously reshap-
ing species traits under normal conditions, may also threaten these 
same species when the community is subjected to the rapid, human-
driven environmental changes occurring in biological communities 
worldwide.
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Figure 3 | Determinants of indirect effects. a–c, Each circle represents 
the mean contribution of indirect effects to trait evolution (n =  800 
simulations) parameterized with a given empirical network (n =  75 
empirical networks). a, The mean contribution of indirect effects (red 
bars) increases with mutualistic selection. b, After controlling for the level 
of mutualistic selection, the indirect effects varied across mutualisms. 
c, Indirect effects increased along a gradient based on PC1 of a principal 
component analysis (Methods) from small, modular networks (negative 
values) to species-rich, nested networks (positive values). Types of 
mutualism (b, c): blue, ants–myrmecophytes; green, anemones–
anemonefishes; purple, ants–nectary-bearing plants; light orange, cleaning 
interactions; red, pollination; dark orange, seed dispersal.
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Figure 4 | Indirect effects and environmental change. a, Higher 
contributions of indirect effects to trait evolution (least square estimates 
of a general linear model; see Methods) led to longer durations of the 
coevolutionary dynamics triggered by the environmental changes.  
b, Longer coevolutionary dynamics resulted from the contribution of 
indirect effects that slowed the rate of directional adaptive change in the 
mean trait values of interacting species, measured as the mean amount of 
trait change per species per time step. Different colours indicate distinct 
types of mutualism (Fig. 3).
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Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items and 
Source Data, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to 
these sections appear only in the online paper.
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MethOdS
No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample size. 
Coevolutionary model. We used a coevolutionary model for mutualistic networks 
to simulate the phenotypic evolution of interacting species. This model incorpo-
rates selection gradients into a weighted network framework in which mutualistic 
interactions vary in interaction strength over time. The incorporation of selection 
gradients allowed us to connect trait evolution explicitly with the mean fitness 
consequences of mutualistic interactions. The mean trait evolution of species i is 
described as follows:
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where α is a scaling constant that controls the sensitivity of the evolutionary effect 
to trait matching (α =  0.2 in all simulations). The parameter mi is the level of mutua-
listic selection, ∑=
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( ) . By varying mi, we can explore how the strength of 

mutualistic selection affects the contribution of indirect effects. The parameter aij 
is an element of A, which is the adjacency matrix of a given  mutualistic network 
with N species, and aij =  1 if species i and j are a pair of interacting species and  
0 otherwise. Because the mutualisms analysed here involve two sets of species,  
Sa and Sb (for example, pollinators and plants) and because the interactions occur 
only between species from different sets, A has the following form:
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where Na is the number of species of set Sa (for example, pollinators); Nb is the 
number of species of set Sb (for example, flowering plants), N =  Na +  Nb, 0 is a 
submatrix in which all elements are zero, and  ×RN Na b is the biadjacency matrix 
that defines a bipartite graph formed by two sets of species. If aij =  0 then =q 0ij

t( )  
for any t, and the interaction between species j and species i is a forbidden link.  
A forbidden link is one in which two species cannot interact because, for  example, 
traits in one or both species prevent the interaction. We used information on 
empirical networks in our dataset to parameterize the matrix A, see below. As a 
first approximation, we assumed all aij =  0 in empirical networks are fixed 
 forbidden links. Later we relaxed this assumption allowing interaction rewiring 
due to coevolution (Supplementary Methods). The model is available as a 
MATLAB script upon request.
Dataset. Our dataset included a wide range of terrestrial and marine mutualistic 
networks that vary considerably in their natural history attributes and network 
 patterns (see Supplementary Table 1, and the references therein). Interactions 
between anemones and anemonefishes and between myrmecophytes and their 
 sheltered ant colonies are examples of intimate mutualisms in which individuals  
create sustained interactions and form small, highly modular networks18. By 
 contrast, the cleaning interactions in coral reefs, seed dispersal by vertebrates, 
pollination by animals, and interactions between nectary-bearing plants and 
their protective ants are representatives of multiple-partner mutualisms among 
free- living species in which individuals may interact with dozens or hundreds of 
different partners across a lifetime2,18 and often form species-rich, nested networks. 
For a subset of mutualistic networks (38 networks), we also obtained information 
on the frequency of the interactions. We describe the structural patterns observed 
in these networks in Supplementary Table 1.
Model parameterization and numerical simulations. We used empirical infor-
mation on the 75 mutualistic networks to parameterize the matrix A in numerical 

simulations such that the absence of any observed interactions between two  species 
was assumed to represent an evolutionary forbidden link, aij =  0. In empirical  
networks, the absence of interactions may represent forbidden links or interactions 
that were not observed owing to the inherent challenges of sampling  ecological 
interactions. However, we are not interested in each network but rather in major 
differences in the contribution of indirect effects to coevolution across  different 
network patterns. Other model parameters were sampled from statistical 
 distributions: Zi

(0) and θi were sampled from uniform distributions with the range 
[0, 10], ϕi was sampled from a truncated normal distribution with a mean ±  s.d.  
=   0.2 ±  0.01 and bounded between 0 and 1, and the level of mutualistic selection 
for a given species, mi, was sampled from truncated normal distributions with a 
mean ±  s.d. =  < m> ±  0.01 and bounded between 0 and 1, where < m> is the mean 
level of mutualistic selection in the network. We explored how the mean level of 
mutualistic selection affected the dynamics by exploring < m> ranging from 0.2 
to 0.9 (in increments of 0.1). We performed 100 simulations per combination of 
< m> (eight different values) and empirical network (75 mutualistic networks), 
for a total of 6 ×  104 simulations. Each simulation ended after the species achieved 
asymptotic trait values, which were defined as mean changes in species trait values 
at sequential time steps < 10−6.
Matrix of direct evolutionary effects (Q-matrix). Networks can be represented 
as adjacency matrices in which row and column i represent species i and non-
empty matrix elements depict pairwise interactions (Fig. 2a). In our model, qij

t( ) 
describes the direct evolutionary effects of selection imposed by species j in trait 
evolution of species i (see the Coevolutionary model section in the Methods). 
Consequently, Q describes all the direct evolutionary effects of mutualistic inter-
actions in a network. In all simulations, evolutionary dynamics reached an 
 equilibrium at which the trait values and evolutionary effects of species on their 
partners became fixed (Extended Data Fig. 1), leading to a stationary Q-matrix.
Coevolutionary matrix (T-matrix). Our analytical study showed that the 
 equilibrium of our coevolutionary model is stable and defined as Z* =  TΘ, in which 
Z* is an N ×  1 vector with the species mean traits at equilibrium, Θ is an N ×  1 
vector describing the trait values favoured by environmental selection, and the 
coevolutionary matrix T (Fig. 2b) connects the values favoured by environmental  
selection (Θ) to the fixed trait values (Z*) by means of selection imposed by 
mutualisms. The elements of this matrix indicate the relative contribution of each 
interacting and non-interacting species in the network (columns) to the selection 
gradient shaping trait evolution of a given species (row) in the network (Methods). 
The main diagonal of T describes the effects of environmental selection on trait 
evolution of a given species. Our analytical study showed that the matrix T is 
defined as T =  (I −  Q)−1Ψ for any mutualistic network, in which I is the identity 
matrix, Q is an N ×  N matrix containing the pairwise, direct evolutionary effects 
of mutualistic interactions (equation (2)), and Ψ  is an N ×  N diagonal matrix in 
which Ψii =  1 −  mi for any species i. The component (I −  Q)−1 is the result of the 
multiple pathways connecting species in the network (Supplementary Methods), 
which allowed us to estimate the contribution of indirect effects to trait evolution in 
our simulations. We performed a sensitivity analysis to determine the dependency 
of T on the parameter values and the model assumptions, including the way we 
modelled trait–fitness relationships, selection imposed by the environment, evolu-
tionary effects, and forbidden links. The results were robust regardless of the main 
assumptions of our model. Derivation of the analytical results and details about the 
sensitivity analysis are available in the Supplementary Methods.
Quantification of indirect effects. We related the elements of matrix T to the 
adjacency matrix A to estimate the contribution of indirect effects to trait evolution 
in our simulations. We defined indirect effects as the proportional effect of  
non- interacting species on the trait evolution of a given species. The relative 
 contribution of indirect effects to trait evolution in a network was defined as 

∑∑ ∑∑κ= − /
≠ ≠
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  in which tij is an element of matrix T. The relative 

contribution of direct effects was defined as ς =  1 −  κ.
Indirect effects and different types of mutualism. We compared the relevance 
of indirect effects to different mutualisms using simulations parameterized with 
the empirical network structure of different mutualisms. We computed the  relative 
contribution of indirect effects to trait evolution, κ, in each simulation (100 
 simulations per network and mean level of mutualistic selection, < m>). We used 
the mean κ for each combination of empirical network and < m> as the response 
variable and we fitted a general linear model using < m> and the type of mutualism 
as explanatory variables. We then computed the least squares estimates of the mean 
relative contribution of indirect effects for each type of mutualism, controlling for 
the level of mutualistic selection, as a measure of the contribution of indirect effects 
to evolutionary dynamics in the numerical simulations (Supplementary Table 2).
Indirect effects and network structure. We characterized the network  structure 
using four network descriptors. Species richness is the total number of  species, 
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(Na +  Nb). Connectance is the proportion of possible interactions that are  actually 
recorded and is represented by C =  L/NaNb, in which L is the total  number of 
interactions. Modularity is the level to which the network is organized into 
semi-independent groups of interacting species. Modularity was quantified 
using the bipartite modularity index QE, which was estimated using the program 
MODULAR under a simulated annealing optimization algorithm28. QE ranges 
between 0 (no modularity) and 1 (high modularity) (see ref. 28 and references 
therein). Nestedness occurs when species in the network interact with a proper 
subset of the partners of more connected species. Nestedness was quantified using 
NODF29. NODF ranges from 0 (no nestedness) to 100 (perfect nestedness). We 
controlled for the confounding effects of species richness, connectance, and hetero-
geneity in the number of interactions per species on modularity and nestedness 
using a null model approach30:
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−Q Q Q
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E N

N

=
−N N N
N

1
100
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where QS(NS) is the standardized estimate for modularity (nestedness) for an 
empirical network, QE(NE) is the raw estimate of modularity (nestedness) for an 
empirical network, and QN(NN) is the mean value of modularity (nestedness) for 
null model networks (n =  100 null model networks). We used a null model in 
which the probability of species i of set Sa interacting with a given species j of set 
Sb was Pij =  0.5[(ki/Nb) +  (kj/Na)], where ki(kj) is the number of interactions of 
species i(j)30.

We then explored the relationship between indirect effects and network 
 structure. We used a general linear model in which the explanatory variables were 
network identity and the mean level of mutualistic selection < m> , which ranged 
from 0.2 to 0.9 (in increments of 0.1). The response variable was the relative con-
tribution of indirect effects to trait evolution. We used this model to obtain least 
squares estimates of the contributions of indirect effects to trait evolution in each 
network.

Metrics that describe network structure often show strong correlations in their 
values. We performed a principal component analysis with the four  structural 
descriptors of the 75 mutualistic networks (species richness, connectance,  relative 
nestedness, and relative modularity) to combine the structural  information 

 provided by the network metrics into a single descriptor. The first principal 
 component (PC1) contained 56.4% of the variation in the network descriptors 
and was negatively associated with the relative level of modularity (− 0.429) and 
connectance (− 0.398), and positively associated with the relative level of nested-
ness (0.586) and species richness (0.560). We then used simple linear regressions 
to test whether the network structure (scores of PC1) affected the indirect effects  
(the least squares estimates of the contribution of indirect effects in each network). 
We then explored the effect of each network descriptor on the contribution of 
indirect effects to trait evolution (Supplementary Table 5).
Environmental change simulation. We ran 100 simulations for each empirical 
network (parameters: 75 empirical networks; ϕ =  0.2 ±  0.01, θi =  U[0, 10], and  
< m> =  0.7 ±  0.01). For each simulation we first allowed the system to achieve 
equilibrium, computing the contribution of indirect effects using the T-matrix. 
We then performed perturbations that led to sustained changes in the selection 
imposed by the environment (press perturbations). Press perturbations were 
 simulated by changing the phenotype favoured by the environment by an amount 
εi from the θi of each species of the network in each simulation. We sampled εi from 
a uniform distribution [0, 1]. We then ran the simulations until a new equilibrium 
was reached. We tested whether the contribution of non-interacting species to the 
evolutionary dynamics was associated with the mean time to the new equilibrium 
and the rate of directional change. The rate of directional change was computed as 
the mean change in the trait values per species per time step after the perturbation. 
We also performed an additional set of simulations in which we sampled εi from 
a uniform distribution [− 1, 1], which produced similar results (Supplementary 
Methods).
Code availability. All MATLAB and R scripts used in this study are available from 
the corresponding author upon request.
Data availability. The dataset used in this paper is available from the correspond-
ing author upon request.
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Trait dynamics of a mutualistic network.  
a, A typical simulation of the coevolutionary model describing the 
temporal variation in the trait dynamics for a four-species network  
(b, see also Fig. 1c). Points of a given colour represent the evolution of the 
mean trait value of one species. Small squares indicate the environmental 

optima of the species in the network. Squares and points corresponding to 
the same species are presented in the same colour. The mean mutualistic 
selection was set at < m> =  0.7 ±  0.01. Other parameters: ϕ =  0.2 ±  0.01, 
θi =  U[0, 10]. Similarly, the simulations converged to equilibrium for all 
empirical networks.
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